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IMAGINE A QUILT OF WATER

Imagine a quilt of water, every square
stitched on the page of afternoon:

*
the water of a mountain lake
layered by wind; its shallow bed
paved with russet stones—

*
the pin-pricked surfaces of snow
beneath red, thawing twigs—

*
ice-lensed, the blue-brown water
fussing below a bridge—

*
the mud-opaque of ocean waves
against which a crochet of foam
reiterates—

*
the watery slick of the parking lot, iced over,
knobbed like a rhino’s hide—

*
a valley of rain through a window screen,
cross-hatched, confusing city lights—
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*
a bathtub, filled; on its edge a cat
leans down to drink—

*
and in my hand a square of light—

 a single fly
 embroiders it.
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“THE VOICE OF A BIRD”
  Ecclesiastes 12-4

Ash on my forehead, tongue—an ashen sky—
I pick my way through the parking lot
with a steel-point cane.
The sidewalks are narrow and dangerous,
their sand re-glassed after each day’s thaw.

A bird calls out from the shattered hedge—
a pre-seasonal song,
like the summer shirts
they sell in the malls on St. Pat’s day—
(the only green’s on the fingernails
of the market girl, where I buy my eggs.)

Spring summoned in the middle of hard Lent!
the ice fluorescent, snow still brown
a matter of sunlight, of lengthening days—
bird song the promissory note
we can’t yet cash.
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THE FAR END

We are at the far end of the island,
so far we can see nothing but sand, gravel,
and brittle grass, plover perhaps,
or killdeer on mud flats.

The gravel’s sprigged with pinpoint flowers,
dark as the sea on horizon’s edge,
a purple brown, not blue—
a sombre amethyst.

There are almost no shells, and little wrack.
The sea birds we have come to see
(torn paper fluttering on tide fringe)
wade further out, are soon obscured
in the low shadows of the waves.

There is nothing here left
to look at much, the restrooms locked,
the parking lot empty. The birds have gone.
The sand heaps on the boardwalk and seeps through.
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DELTA

A golden haze, late afternoon,
which, spreading across the delta’s reeds,
invents a raft of hippos, half submerged,
browsing among the lotus pads.

It seems it would not be difficult
to paddle out mid-river and glide by
those huge, transparent, pachyderms
and hear them snort and snuffle.

Imagine the water’s tugging pull,
its surface warmth, its muddy depths.
An egret treading a hippo’s back.

Small minnows glean
the dandruff scraped by the egret’s feet:
an iridescent picnicking.

A pennant flickers overhead: our barge,
gilded and wreathed, red cedar masts,
drums beating for the oarsmen’s pace—

and music, a silk-fringed canopy, a child
cooling us with a peacock fan.
We pet a collared cheetah, sip palm wine…
 (so Sheba came to Solomon—)

The rustle of her skirts: wind in stiff grass;
the oarsmen’s sighs: the lapping of marsh water;
lyre: osprey or flicker.
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The beasts dissolve.
Papyri turn to spartina.
Heat curls into the afternoon.

The river flats are scarred
with hieroglyphs of birds and dogs,
charred twigs, and plastic shreds.
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PAINTING BY NAOMI JACKSON
  for Gwladys Downes

Heaven’s as long as the apple bloom
lies gently on the sky and then floats down,
a different heaven on its way,
bee-sung and sticky, indolent.

It’s not that it falls so easily
but that it falls—

Or snow, whose flakes fall motionless
on painted hills,
grey, chalk, a water-colour brown,
a static, drifting dreaminess

like the slow paths we take to sleep, or,
nearly there, see float in stately shreddings
through closed eyes.

“Look for the blue,” as Gwladys said,
against the closed eyes’ velvet scrim:
the blue which means good dreams, an easy sleep
deciphering the hard day’s reds
into the flow of loveliness,
the lease/release of time.
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THE LITTLE FALLS OF THE POKIOK

White roses froth at the forest’s edge
like foam recurling toward the sea,
like the little falls of the Pokiok,
white, resin-streaked.

Bees shake and mine the flower heads.
Rocks shatter the tides
which grind them down.

The forest feathers into night.
The sea, the sun, the moon reclaim
the forest, beach, and then repeat. So, too
the transient roses, and, each spring
the little falls of the Pokiok
resume their bloom.
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DOWN AT THE LAKE

Down at the lake the lights on the far shore
seem like cat-tail candles, phosphorous,
or moonlight flicking across the waves—
so far they almost seem to sway
as if hand-held, suspended from a  pole,
or like some grotesque deep-sea fish
trolling for phyton. 
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THE SUNDAY PAINTERS

They trained my eyes to see the reds
that glitter in the shaggy firs,
the yellow-mauves in shadowed snow,
the orange-hatched pine tops quivering—
Their paintings were so beautifully composed.

But isn’t there also the tethered dog
barking all day, its yellow orbit staining snow,
or the red stems that the grosbeaks left
on the frizzled boughs of the apple tree?
Indoors a drying tangerine
and a browned banana fail
to look like art on a bright green plate.

Unbalanced I guess.
There is only so much I can arrange.
 (I could eat the fruit.)
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BEE

All those sad castles are not mine, but like a bee
which wanders the charged meadows,
I drink from honeys I can’t name.
The water on the trodden rock,
the tattered rose,
the salt encrusted scabious,
gorse, spider-lichened graveyards with
their tall rose-plumes of campion:
all are mine.

I live here, as the stories don’t.
Indeed I have forgotten them,
and make my honey day by day
from scoured, unlettered things.
My holy wells are bird baths, troughs,
clay puddles on the pilgrim’s road;
the straw that lines the church floor once is mine
to rest on, sip, let wither, and ignore.

But your wax candles come from me,
and can you see
more than I do, when you light them now,
painting your stories once again
on these stone walls I can not read?

Outdoors I thread the grassy fields
and shimmer in the larger myth
that summer makes, repeatedly,
so, am I wrong?
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Or do I know by instinct what you seek:
the honey that will winter you, day in, day out,
and day to day,

and night,
 and night?

  

       


